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A Zambikes employee working at
the frame of a bamboo bike



‘We don’t make bikes, we change lives’. This is 
the slogan of Zambikes, a small company created 
in 2007 in Lusaka by 4 resourceful young men (2 
from Zambia and 2 from the USA). After assembling 
iron bicycles imported from Taiwan for a couple of 
years, they realized that being creative was not 
enough and that they wanted to make a difference. 
This is why they have created Zambulance, a bicycle 
ambulance, made of a bicycle with a stretcher. 
People living in the shantytowns of Lusaka and 
in rural areas cannot afford to pay for transport 
to the hospital and in many of these areas there 
are no passable roads. Zambulance can be used on 
tracks that are not accessible by car guaranteeing 
rescue to the poorest. But this is not the end of 
it: the creative minds of Zambikes have created 
unique bicycles with a bamboo frame. Very light 
bikes that you can ride on any kind of track, as 
the Italian Matteo Sametti has shown by pedalling 
on a bamboo bike for 8400 km from Lusaka to London 
for a humanitarian project. 



Deaf-and-dumb boys, who
have attended a bike mechanic training

course organized by Zambikes, working in the
Kabwe laboratory run by Sarah and Roy Mwansa



A worker responsible for varnishing bamboo
bikes is putting a varnished frame to dry



Obert Chembe, 22-year-old
Zambian champion cyclist, now part of the

Zambikes team, fixing the wheel of a bamboo bike



Mwewa Chilamba, one of the creators of bamboo
bikes and director of Zambikes, on a bamboo
bike with workers at Zambikes in Lusaka



A girl cutting bamboo used to make
frames at Zambikes in Lusaka



Bamboo plants outside
Zambikes in Lusaka

Obert Chembe, 22-year-old
champion cyclist from Zambia,
now part of the Zambikes team,

fixing the wheel of a bamboo bike



Sarah Mwansa, head of the Home for orphans and
deaf-and-dumb in Kabwe, talking with the boys who have
attended a bike mechanic training course organized by Zambikes.



Deaf-and-dumb boys, who have attended a bike mechanic 
training course organized by Zambikes, working in the 
Kabwe laboratory run by Sarah and Roy Mwansa



A nurse from the clinic of Chipata,
one of Lusaka shantytowns, going to get a

patient with a zambulance (bicycle ambulance)



Workers at Zambikes in Lusaka



Deaf-and-dumb children from the Home run
by Sarah and Roy Mwansa in Kabwe playing
at repairing bikes imitating deaf-and-dumb
boys who have become bike mechanic



A patient of the clinic of Chipata, one of Lusaka shantytowns,
is being helped to get out of a zambulance (bicycle ambulance)



A nurse from the clinic of Chipata, one of Lusaka shantytowns,
going to get a patient with a zambulance (bicycle ambulance)
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